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ABSTRACT
We study a sequential preference aggregation procedure based
on voting rules for settings where several agents express their
preferences over a common set of variable assignments via soft
constraints.We evaluate this approach by providing both theoretical
and experimental results.
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1 INTRODUCTION
We consider scenarios where a set of agents needs to select a com-
mon decision from a set of possible decisions, over which they
express their preferences. When the set of decisions is small, agents
may just present an order over them to express their preferences.
However, when the set of objects is very large, as often in real-life
situations, this is unfeasible. This occurs in several AI applications,
such as combinatorial auctions, web recommender systems, and
configuration systems [17]. In this paper we assume that the deci-
sion set has a combinatorial structure. Fortunately, in the presence
of such a combinatorial structure (i.e. candidates are described by
feature vectors), agents may describe their preference in a compact
and efficient way, using one of the several formalisms available in
the literature, such as soft constraints [16], CP-nets [3], and graphi-
cal utility models [2]. Often, we must make a joint decision and we
need to compromise our preferences with those of other people: in
this work we assume agents to compactly express their preferences
over the candidates via soft constraints, a compact way to model
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preferences which naturally models variables domains, and rela-
tionship among variables. The goal is to aggregate such preferences
and to select a joint decision via voting rules [1] (as alternative
to other approaches suche as [7], etc.). In our context, where the
number of candidates is very large, it may take too much time to
provide a voting rule with the preference orderings of the agents
over such candidates. A valid alternative to this is to consider a
sequential approach (computationally more attractive) that uses a
voting rule several times, on each feature of the decision set. Thus
to aggregate the preferences of the agents, we consider a sequential
procedure that asks the agents to vote on one variable at a time.
We study several classical properties of this procedure, by relating
them to corresponding properties of the adopted voting rules used
for each variable. Moreover, we perform an experimental study on a
special kind of soft constraints, namely fuzzy constraints. A similar
approach has been considered for CP-nets in [9] as well as [22],
[20], while for variants of CP-nets have been considered in [4, 8, 10].
The sequential procedure with soft constraints presented in this
paper has also been studied in terms of its resistance to bribery in
[6, 11–13, 15, 18, 19].

2 BACKGROUND
Soft constraints A soft constraint [21] involves a set of variables
and associates a preference value from a (totally or partially ordered)
set to each instantiation of its variables. Such a value is taken
from a preference structure S= ⟨A,+,×, 0, 1⟩, where A is the set
of preference values, + induces an ordering over A (where a ≤ b
iff a + b = b), × is used to combine preference values, and 0 and
1 are respectively the worst and best element. A Soft Constraint
Satisfaction Problem (SCSP) is a tuple ⟨V ,D,C,A⟩ where V is a
set of variables, D is the domain of the variables, C is a set of soft
constraints (each one involving a subset of V ) associating values
fromA. An instance of the SCSP framework is obtained by choosing
a specific preference structure. Choosing SFCSP = ⟨[0, 1],max,min,
0, 1⟩ means that preferences are in [0,1] and we want to maximize
the minimum preference. This is the setting of fuzzy CSPs (FCSPs).

An optimal solution of an SCSP is a complete assignment with
an undominated preference. Finding an optimal solution is an NP-
hard problem, unless certain restrictions are imposed, such as a
tree-shaped constraint graph. Constraint propagation may help
the search for an optimal solution. For the purposes of this paper,
it is enough to consider a specific form of constraint propagation
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called directional arc consistency (DAC). DAC is enough to find the
preference level of an optimal solution when the constraint graph
of the problem has no cycles (and thus it has a tree shape), since the
optimum preference level is the best preference level in the domain
of the root variable [21].

Voting rules A voting rule [1] allows a set of voters to choose
one among a set of candidates. Voters need to submit their vote, that
is, their preference ordering over the set of candidates (or part of it),
and the voting rule aggregates such votes to yield a result, usually
called the winner. Given a profile (a collection of total orderings
over the set of candidates), a voting rule maps it onto a single win-
ning candidate. Some examples of widely used voting rules, that we
will use in what follows, are (we assume a tie-breaking mechanism
to assure a single winner): Plurality, Borda, Approval, Copeland. The
properties of voting systems are desirable also in automated con-
texts. We will use a few of them (for details see [1]), since we will
later be interested in studying their presence (or absence) in the
preference aggregation system we propose: Condorcet-consistency,
Anonymity, Neutrality, Monotonicity, Consistency, Participation, Ef-
ficiency, Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives, Non-dictatorship
and Strategy-proofness.

3 THE METHOD
The idea is to sequentially vote on each variable via a voting rule,
possibly using a different voting rule for each variable (similarly to
the approach for CP-nets in [9]). Thus, our approach uses a voting
rule several times, on each feature of the decision set following a
specific order. That is, the voting rule asks the agents to provide
their preferences on each feature at a time, and at each step a winner
value for a certain feature will be returned. At the end, the collection
of winner values will constitute the winning candidate.

A soft profile is a triple (V ,D, P) where V is a set of variables
(also called issues), D is a sequence of |V | ordered finite domains,
and P a sequence ofm SCSPs over variables in V with domains in
D1. A fuzzy profile is a soft profile (V ,D, P) where P is a sequence
ofm fuzzy CSPs. In this paper, we consider soft profiles where each
voter expresses his/her preferences via an SCSP with a tree-shaped
constraint graph.

Considering a soft profile (V ,D, P) with |V | = n, an ordering of
such variables O = ⟨V1, . . . ,Vn⟩, and a corresponding sequence of
voting rules R = ⟨r1, . . . , rn⟩ (that will be “local"), the sequential
procedure we propose is a sequence of n steps, where each step i
corresponds to2: 1) All agents are asked for their preference order-
ing over the values in the domain of variable Vi , yielding profile pi
over such domain (performing DAC on their SCSP, following O).
2) The voting rule ri is applied to pi , returning a winning assign-
ment di for Vi . 3) The unary constraint ⟨fi , {Vi }⟩ on the variable
Vi is added to the SCSPs of each agent, where fi associates the
preference value 1 to di and 0 to all the values in the domain of Vi
different from di . 4) If the new SCSPs is not be DAC, DAC algorithm
is applied following O . After all n steps have been executed, the
winning assignments (SeqO ,R (V ,D, P)) are collected in the tuple
⟨d1, . . . ,dn⟩, i.e., the winner of the election.
1Notice that a soft profile consists of a collection of SCSPs over the same set of variables,
while a profile (as in the classical social choice setting) is a collection of total orderings
over a set of candidates.
2All the ties are broken lexicographically if needed.

Local.→ Seq. Seq.→ Local

Condorcet Consist. No Yes
Efficiency Yes (unique top) Yes
Anonimity Yes Yes
Neutrality No Yes
Consistency Yes Yes
Participation No Yes
Monotonicity Yes Yes
IIA No Yes
Non-dictatorship Yes Yes
Strategy-proofness No Yes

Table 1: Property preservation.

ADO ADO ∆(ADO) ∆(Time)Rule nonSeq. Seq. nonSeq. − Seq. nonSeq. − Seq.

Plurality 0.4220 0.4369 -0.0149 -0.0087
Approval 0.3846 0.3829 0.0017 -0.0091
Borda 0.3974 0.4307 -0.0333 16.9771
Copeland 0.4092 0.4619 -0.0527 834.8084

Table 2: Rules comparison: ADO and computational time.

This sequential approach is more attractive computationally,
since usually the number of values of each feature is small. However,
when features are interdependent, it is not clear if the result of this
sequential approach is useful at all. In this paper we consider this
issue, assuming agents express their preferences via soft constraints.

4 RESULTS
Theoretical results We consider a soft profile (V ,D, P) where
each voter expresses his/her preferences via an SCSP with a tree-
shaped constraint graph. If the sequential voting procedure sat-
isfies a given property, so do all the local voting rules. The op-
posite holds for anonymity, consistency, efficiency, monotonicity,
and non-dictatorship. These results are summarized in Table 1. In
particular, we consider a sequential voting procedure where at
each step we apply the local voting rule ri to variable Xi , that is,
Seq⟨X1, ...,Xn ⟩, ⟨r1, ...,rn ⟩ . The second column describes results re-
garding whether a property satisfied by all ri is also satisfied by
Seq⟨X1, ...,Xn ⟩, ⟨r1, ...,rn ⟩ , while the third column does the opposite.
Notice that one of the results regarding efficiency holds only in
the restricted case occurring when all the ordering induced by the
SCSPs have a single top element.

Experimental results. To compare the four considered vot-
ing rules, we analyse their preference and ADO (i.e., the average
distance of the winner outcome from the optimal outcome) on ran-
domly generated profiles with tree-shaped FCSPs with 25 voters,
5 issues, 5 domain elements per issue, and 20% tightness. We also
consider, how they vary from a non sequential approach to a se-
quential approach looking at their ADO and computation time. We
show the results in Table 2.

In our synthetic profiles each agent’s FCSP is generated randomly.
Thus the probability that two voters vote equally is very small and
this implies a large amount of disagreement among the agents. We
also consider more realistic profiles, with data from TripAdvisor
(from PrefLib [14]), with very similar results as shown above.
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